From SWAPO website: www.swapoparty.org

**What people say**

---

**Posted by Cde.Katisuka Ka Namibia**

Dear Comrades,my advice to the SWAPO led Government, as to the people of this country, is that you must understand that the tasks you are under the pretext to move away for development particularly in the North of our country such as at Oshakati, Ongwediva, Onandjokwe, Ombalantu, Oshikukula Oshidi, Opuwo and Otavi etc. my advice is that Government should by farms to resettle this people and the government should fully comprehend.

The NS 5000.00 per hectare currently offered by the Government is too little compare to what the Governement is paying for commercial Farms of 1000 square km. In order to move forward we must sce in the North,therefore resettling the people in farms will be the best option for the SWAPO-led Government to address the issue of people re- staying from vacate their Mahangu fields,as they have no where to resettle. Auta Continua!!!!!!!!

---

**Posted by Cde.Katisuka Ka Namibia**

The great Karas region,be ready for the Mighty SWAPO Star Rally to be held on Saturday, 30 October 2010 at Ondabwende Village,Neusinck in Kettmenoop. Come AlleFrom Oranjemund and Rosh Pinah to Luderitz,From Luderitz to Aronsh,From Aronsh to Mariental,From Mariental to Rosh Pinah,From Rosh Pinah to Usnesenkehr to Berseba. This weekend Kettmen sheepwoop will be blue,red and green again, as the SWAPO family will come together to celebrate the defeat and humiliation of the Opposition Parties in Karas region to be delivered on 26-27 November 2010 at the Bal- lot Box. To vote right is to vote for SWAPO candidates, a Party that has experience in governance, youth empowerment, social and economic de velopment.

---

**Posted by Cde.Charles Namibia**

Mighty SWAPO Party,A Party that liberate this country,while others wavered SWAPO Party members unite together, let’s fight the ongo ing social and economic problems that affect our people. Therefore for the voters out there you vote to right is to vote SWAPO Party candidate as the only Party that has experienced in govern ance, 20 years experience you can imagine! Victory is certain comrades,Aluta Con tinua!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

---

**Posted by Cde Charles**

I read an article in the namibian newspaper of 25 Oct 2010, front page titled: what of words between Swapo and RDP?” written by Brigitte Wiedlich, while reading the article i pains me to see the distorted information that is being spread around by the Namibian newspapers. If one was at parliament on thursday 21 Oct 2010 or had watched the parliament review programme on NBC 18:00-19:00 on Monday 25 Oct 2010, one would have been able to see without difficulty that the manner in which the programme were made by the Swapo bench in particular by cde Hage Geingob during the inferiour contribu tion of mr Helko Lucks on the programme is not correctly reflected in the article. The article for example stated that Cde Geingob ignore mr Helko’s response that he never made a statement in his speech stating that the nation must stop referring to the past (history).

The fact of the matter is that mr Helko’s response was a rather failed attempt to do damage control because Hon Geingob responded by ex posing the fact that someone is writing all the nonsensical and wrong news being brought by RDP in parliament this days and that those reading them out are mere puppets of the author, this is because mr Geingob himself did not realise that there was indeed a statement to that effect in the speech he just read. the article also fails to accurately reflect the words of mr Van Der Walt, my take on this kind of recklessness account of facts by the jour nalist is rather sad, and one can not expect the namibian newspaper con tinue to expose itself as an agent of the RDP.

---

**Posted by Cde kap size Timotheus**

Rapado and his wife(RUPU) RP they don’t know what they want to do,we SWAPO party members and supporter we laugh at them,they are confused.CDES let them do to what they ever want to do as long we beat them with a pen pluck(25 Oct 2010).RUPU means RP;in oshiwambo if you say RUPU you mean something past by or gone quickly:viva SWAPO party!viva all SWAPO leadership.long live Cde pohamba,long live Cde Nujoma,let,s go and vote SWAPO Party!walya shakakondi talapombanda.

---

**Posted by cde Kanamutenta,whk**

It is true comrades that we are all winners always because we are united! SWAPO IS THE PEOPLE AND PEOPLE ARE SWAPO, there will be no question about that there fore comrades we are determine to fight for our rights and defend our political employment so that those com rades who are intrusted in the decision making to try and help our people to come out of all difficulties that we are facing, in creation, I strongly in agreement with our founding father of the Namibian Nation and leader of the Namibian Revolution who is encouraging young people to study hard in order to exploit our natural resources.

---

**Posted by Olukani, WHH**

I have been following the comments from fellow cdes in this forum especially those about the upcoming elections. I have no doubts that we will emerge victorious in the national elections. What am urging our self will be councillors is that they should look at ways of creating jobs particularly in the rural areas.

---

**Posted by Cde kap size Timotheus**

Cdes!! i say Cdes i means SWAPO COMRADES.COMrades lets go let,s go and vote.make sure you vote SWAPO party only.dont vote those Radopa and others,we show them soon only few weeks left.viva cde